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The Process of Resilience
2000
Denise R. Vikt,urek
Resilience is t,he overcoming of some risk factor
resulting in positive adapt.at ion . Respondent,s f rom a mental
health center and a medical- institution who are involved in
individual and f ami Iy therapies complet,ed a quant itat ive
survey identifying specific traits, relationships and
experiences impacting an individual's adaptation to
adversity. The hytrrothesis was that if practitioners can
identify these specifics they can help clients learn to
recognLZe and seek out such traits, relationships, and
experiences. The implicat,ion for practice is that through
such Leaching practitioners can increase the likelihood of
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CFIAPTER I : TIJTRODUCTION
Problem Statement
Conditions of risk and stress in many people' s lives
today are chronic, mult.iple, and cumulative (ButIer, L997)
People who have survived advers ity and l-earned to
successfully negotiate their world have become the focus of
research directed toward identifying attributes, conditions,
and processes that contribute to resilience (Rutter, l9B7) .
Resilience is defined as the overcoming of some risk factor
resulting in positive adaptation. Because the capacity of
resilience develops over time in the context of
environmental- support, it is important to def ine the
process, those relationships, experiences, and traits, which
support an individual ' s pos i t ive adapt.at ion to advers ity .
This research is intended to idenLify such processes, which
practitioners can then teach their clients to recognize and
access in order to increase the likelihood of positive
adaptation to life' s adverse circumstances .
GoaI and Obj ective of the Study
The goal of this research is to identify whether
practitioners recogn:-ze relat,ionships, experiences and
traits which support an individual's positive adaptation to
adversity. The obj ective of t.he study is to identif y whether
practici.rg social workers can assist clients in identifying
and accessing those relat.ionships, experiences and traits
7
which help them learn to cope with stressful circumstances.
Significance of the Study
Most research in resilience has focused on risk factors
and attributes or inborn strengths of the individual.
RecentIy, however, research has emerged which recognizes a
complex relationship of inner strengths and outer help
t,hroughout a person's Iifetime which makes resilience both
an int,eract ive and systemic phenomena (Egel and, e t dl ,
1990) . Resilience is not only an individual matEer; it is a
visible web of relationships and experiences from which
people learn to adapt positively. By identifying those
f actors which the prof ess j-onal- community recogni zes as
supporting and maintaining resilient behavior, we may then
be ahle to teach clients to recognize such relationships,
experiences and traj-ts and be able to access them for their
own bene f it. .
Rutter (1985) suggests that instead of searching for
broader based protective factors, the need in current
research is to focus on mechanisms and processes--that is,
to ask why and how some individuals manage to maintain high
self-esteem and self efficacy in spite of facing similar
adversit.ies that lead other people to give up and lose hope.
What has happened to enable them to have social supports
t.hat they can identify and use effectively at moments of
crisis?
B
CHAPTER II: LITERATURE REVIEW
Overview
This literature review contains various aspects of the
concept of resilience as they apply to the individual's
positive adaptation to dif f icul-t Ii f e circumstances .
Resilience may be seen as the mental heal-th equivafent to
spontaneous heal-ing. What the mental health f ield calls
resilience is actually the product. of a complex interaction
of inner strength and outer rel-ationships and experiences
throughout a person's lifetime. All the definitions of
resilience have a similar thread: the overcoming of some
risk f actor resulting in pos j-tive adapt,ation.
-L^oretical,/Conceptual Framework for the StudyI- ITE
The theoret,ical framework, applied t.o resilience
research, tends to be grounded in systems theory in an
organi zalional -developmental framework. An individual' s
ability to thrive in adverse circumstances may be linked to
a process which we are now identifying as resilience. It
recognizes the substantia] impact of the individual' s
fam.ily, community, and cul-ture in their ability to meet and
negotiaLe dif f icult l-ife situations. Relationships which
exist at a micro, meso, or macro 1evel, are all part. of the
individual ' s system . As any part of thi s syst em changes , al- l-
other parts, and the individual' s system as a whoJe, are
af fected .
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When applying an organizaLional-developmenEal framework,
resilience or competence, is viewed as the individual's
ability to use internal and external- resources successfully
in order to resolve developmental- issues. Competence in
resolving issues in one developmental- period does not
predict Iat.er compeLence in a linear, deterministic way;
rather , compet.ence at one period i s thought to make Ehe
individual broadly adapted to the environment and prepare
t.hem f or competence in the next developmental period. Ways
in which developmental tasks are resolved are t.hought to
serve a strong and enduring protective function.
CondiLions of Risk
Conditions of risk and stress in the lives of many
children are chronic, mul-tip1e and cumulative (ButIer,
19 97 ) . Chi l-dren negot late these experiences in many
different ways and with very different outcomes. Some
children adapt and even thrive while others with comparable
risks become chronically ma1adj usted (Werner, l- 9 93 ) . Such
contrasts in outcomes have challenged developmenta1 theories
and predictions. The children who have survived adversity
and learned to successfully negotiate their world have
become the focus of research directed toward identifying
attribut.es , condit ions and processes that contribute to
resilience (Egeland et df, 1993; Garmezi, 1985; Cicchetti et
dI, 1993; Radke-Yarrow and Brown , L993; Werner, 1993 )
One of the most significant studies on resilience is
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Emmy Werner's Kauai Longitudinal Study, which will be used
as a comparative base and referenced throughout this
literature review.
Definit.ion of Resil-ience
It may be argued that resil-ience is harder to define
than to recognize . Resil j-ence is st il1 loosely enough
defined to cover a mul-titude of virtues and to create an
array of arguments. At t.he very center of its def inition is
the recognition that not all people are destroyed by bad
events. According to Werner (1993) , a pioneering resilience
researcher, "The expectancy of utter disaster for everyone
j ust i sn ' t true . Ir Res i l ience may be Seen aS the mental
health equivalent t,o spontaneous healing. Child psychologist
and aut.hor Li11y Ruben (1997) believes Ehat the world offers
a myriad of healing turning points.
In the 1980's daEa began to emerge from a few
longitudinal studies suggesting that resilienL people do not
make it on inborn strengths , fierce independence, and
determined individual-ism alone. What the mental health f ield
call-s resilience is actually the product of a complex
relat ionship of inner strengths and outer help t,hroughout a
person's lifetime, making it both an interactive and
systemic phenomenon. Resilience is not only an individual
matter, it is the visible web of rel-ationships and
experiences that Eeach people mastery, moral courage, hope,
and. Iove. The best support for this complex interactive
11
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model comes from Emmy Wernerrs landmark 40-year longitudinal
study of 2A1 resilient children on the Hawaiian island of
Kauai .
All the definitions of resilience have a simiJar
thread: The overcoming of some risk factor resulLing in
positive adaptation. According to Garmezy (l-981) , contrary
to the focus of risk research, which studies the
psychopathology of the individual, tlsearch in resilience
f ocuses on the psychologically healthy person. Egel-and and
Sroufe (1993) have found that. rather t,han being a childhood
gJ-ven or a funct ion of particul-ar t.raits, the capacity for
resilience develops over time in the context of
environmental- support. .
The research problem can be defined as follows: If
practitioners can identify relationships, experiences and
traits which support an individual's positive adaptation to
adversity, then pracLit,ioners can teach clients to identify
and seek out, such relationships. The implication for
practice is that by teaching clients to identify and choose
experiences and relationships t,hat, promote resilience,
practitioners can increase the likelihood of cl1ent positive
adaptat j-on to adverse s ituat ions .
Most research in resilience has focused on risk factors
and attrihutes or inborn strengths of the individual
(Butler , l-997 ; Garmezi, 1985) . Recently, however, research
has emerged which recognizes a complex relationship of j-nner
strengths and environmental support. systems throughout a
L2
person I s 1if etime. An individual's abilit,y to thrive while
in the midst of adverse circumstances may be linked to the
process which we are now identifying as resilience (Egeland
et d1, 1993; Rutter, 1987) . It recognizes the substantial
impact of the individual's family, community, and culture in
their ability to meet and negotiate difficult life
situations. RelaEionships which exist at a micro, meso, or
macro leve I are aI l part of t,he individual- ' s system . As any
part of this system changes, all other parts, and Lhe
individual ' s system as a whoIe, are affected.
Risk Factors
"The world breaks everyon€, " Hemingway wrote 32 years
before he killed himself. "And afterward some are strong in
the broken places . " A child's ability to noE only survive
but to be abl-e to thrive in the midst of deplorable and
devast.at ing circumstances challenges our cul-ture ' s
conventional wisdom: that early trauma can't be undone; that
the nucl-ear f amily' s inf Juence is paramount; that adversity
always damages rather than challenges,' and that children
from sufficiently troubled families are inevitably doomed
(Werner, 1993) . This view is widely supported by
retrospective research done with clinical populations and
has shown that children of divorce, violence, al-coholism,
anci incest are over-represented among adults leading damaged
l-ives (Cicchetti, et al) .
In the L97 0 ' s - 198 0 ' s, child development researchers,
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using statistical- models drawn from public health and
epidemiology, catalogued Ehe f ollowing risk f act.ors :
poverty; overcrowding ; neighborhood and school- viol ence ,'
parental absence, unemployment or instability (Cicchetti et
dI, 1993). These factors increase the odds of a child ending
up as a delinguent, addict, or a chronic ment.al health
casualty (V'lerner, 1993 ) . The function of these f actors is
not linear but rather geometric in nature (Rutter, L9B7) .
The more risk factors the more astronomically the odds rise.
Michael- Rutter, dfl English researcher in resilience, found
in a l9'7 9 study that children exposed to one of six risk
factors fared as well- as other children, but those with four
risk factors were 10 times more IikeIy to become severely
emotionally disturbed. Emmy Werner (1-977) began her landmark
study of resilience by examining childrenr s vulnerabitity- -
their susceptibility to negative developmental outcomes
af ter exposure to serious risk f actors, which incl-uded:
perinatal stress, poverty, parent.al mental illness or
alcoholism, and chronic discord in the family environment.
The Life Event.s Checklist (LEC) , developed by Work et
al ( 1987 ) , includes 32 stressful }ife events and
circumstances that children and families experience. Most
items assess chronically stressful processes (e.g. drug
abuse, alcoholism, financial problems) . The 32 items
comprise five factors: family turmoil, poverty, violence,
family separation, and death/illness.
The most recent wave of risk research projects has
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focused on resilience and attempted to identify protective
factors and processes associated with positive developmental
outcomes (Werner, 1990) Despite variability in the
definition of resilience across studies, much has been
Iearned about the f act,ors that mediat e the relat ionship
beLween adversity and more posit.ive adaptability in
children. According to Cicchetti et aI (1993) , research has
moved our thinking away from more linear model-s to a better
understanding of the complexities involved in the
relationship between risk and proLective factors and the
developing child and Lhe mult.iple pathways of both adaptive
and ma1adaptive outcomes.
Resilience as a Process
In 1955, a team of pediatricians, psychologists,
psychiat,rists, and public health social workers began a 4 0 -
year longitudinal study of all 698 babies born that year on
the Hawai ian i s l-and of Kauai . The men and women whose l ive s
were followed from birth to their mid-30's are a mixture of
ethnic groups--most are of Japanese, Filipino, and Hawaiian
descent. About half of the group (S++) grew up in poverty.
They were raised by f at,hers who were semi - or unskilled
laborers on the l-ocal sugar and pineapple plant at ions and by
mothers who had not graduated from high school.
Led by Emmy Werner, the study began by examining
children's vulnerability, that is their susceptibility to
negative developmental outcomes after exposure to serious
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risk factors, such as perinatal stress, poverty, parental
psychopathology, and disruptions of their family unit. As
the }ongitudinal investigation progressed, the roots of
resiliency were examined in those chil-dren who successfully
coped with biological and psychological risk factors as well
as protective factors that assisted these troubl-ed children
and youth to recover and transition into healthy adulEhood.
There is need to keep in perspective that. the majority
of the 698 members of this birth group grew up in supportive
environments and coped successfully with the developmental
tasks of childhood, adolescence, and young adulthood. About
one-third of the birth group were designated as high-risk
children (n=201) , because they were born int,o poverty, they
had experienced moderate to severe degrees of perinatal
stress, and they l-ived in a f amily environment troubled by
chronic discord, parental alcoholism, or mental i1l-ness. Two
out of three of these vul-nerable children (who encountered
four or more such risk factors by age two) did indeed
develop serious learning or behavioral problems by age 10
and had ment.al health problems , del inquency records , and/or
teenage pregnancies by the time they were 18 years old.
One out of three of these high-risk children (n='72),
however, grew into competent, confident, and caring young
adults. None developed serious learning or behavior problems
in childhood or adolescence. Interviews were conducted in
their senior year in high school and their records in the
community were assessed evidencing t hat these young adul-ts
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succeeded in schoo1, managed home and social life weII, and
expressed a strong desire to Eake advantage of opportunities
which came their way.
From this sLudy Smith and Werner (1989) wrote the book
\/rrl nFr,=hl e Rr r{- Trrrri nai lrl a which contrasts the behavior and
caregiving environments of the resilient chil-dren to those
of their high-risk peers of the same age and gender who had
developed serious coping prohlems in the first two decades
of }ife. They found resilient children, even as infants,
tended to elicit positive attention from family members as
well as strangers and were described by caregivers as
"active", "af fectionaLe", "good-naturedt', and "cuddly". The
resilient infants were also reported t.o have fewer eating
and sleeping habits t.hat were distressing to Lheir parents
than did the infants who later developed serious learning or
behavior prohlems . As toddlers, these children tended to
engage their worJd. Pediatricians and psychologists who
examined Lhem independent.ly at 20 months noLed t.heir
alertness and autonomy, their tendency to seek out new
experiences, and their positive social interact.ions. They
also had more advanced communicat. j-on and sel-f -he1p skills
than the other high- risk children, who l-at,er developed
serious coping problems. In elementary school teachers
reported that resilient children got along better with
classmates, had hetter reasoning and reading skiIIs than
children who later developed problems. Resilient children
tended to effectively use skills they possessed. Both
L't
parents and teachers noted they had many interesLs and
engaged in activities which were not narrowly gender-typed.
Such activities tended to provide solace in adversity and a
reason to feel proud.
Sroufe ' s ( rgg0 ) and Rutter' s (].-957) findings were
similar as they reviewed resilience within an
organi-zat ional -developmental f ramework . In this f ramework
resil-ience or competence is viewed as the ability to use
internal- and ext,ernal resources successfully to resolve
stage-salient developmental issues (Watters & Sroufe, 1983)
Competence in resol-ving issues in one developmental period
does not predict later competence in a linear det.erministic
way; rather competence at one period is thought to make the
individual broadly adapted Eo the environment and prepared
for competence in the next, period (Sroufe & RutEer, T984) .
The ways in which early developmenta1 Lasks are resol-ved are
thought to serve a strong and enduring risk or protective
function. Developmentally relevant j-ssues in the early years
i-nclude the f ormat ion of an ef f ective attachment
relationship (f irst year of l-if e ) and ef f ective autonomous
functioning (age two) . Major issues during the preschool
period inc lude an expanded abi lit.y to organi ze and
coordinaLe environmental resources, dfl interest in engaging
problems found in the environment, and effective peer
relations and emotional self-regulation.
In the Mother-Chi1d Proj ect, Egeland, Sroufe, and
Kreut zer ( 1 9 9 0 ) explored early experience and. resil ience by
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documenting the rol-e of prior hist ory of adaptation j-n later
competence. They compared two groups of children in
elementary school using teacher judgment of peer competence
and emotional- healt.h. Children in both grroups had been
functioning poorly across the 3 a/2 to 4 L/2 year age
period. One group, however, had shown consistently positive
adapt at ion during inf ancy and the toddler perJ-ods whereas
the other group had functioned poorly throughout. Chi}dren
with t,he early history of positive transactions within the
caregiving sysEem fared significantly better in early school
years than did children with a consj-stent history of
impaired funct,ioning. Positive functioning for the resilient
group seemed Eo be tied to their positive adaptation during
inf ancy and the toddler period . This cont inued to inf l-uence
lat.er adaptation (early el-ementary) , even after the effects
of intervening adaptation (preschool) were taken into
account.
These dat.a seem to support the organi zational -
developmental Ehesj-s that current adaptation is a product of
both current circumstances and developmental hisEory
(Bowlby, 1980) . While past and current experience may
contribute independently Lo current competence, other
research from the Mother-Child Project (EIicker, Egeland, &
Sroufe, ( 1992 ) ; Sroufe & Fleesen, ( 1988 ) have shown that
children differing in early attachment relationships also
vary in l-ater rel-ationships with teachers and peers. The
relationships of these f actors are complex,' however, Lhe
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findings seem to support Ehe view that prior experience may
play an enduring role through expectations and attitudes the
child brings to the current experience.
Werner' s study found most resilient boys and girls had
few if any prolonged separations from their primary
caretaker during the f irst year of l-ife. AlI had established
a close bond with one caregj-ver from whom t.hey received
plenty of positive attention when they were infants. Some of
this nurturing came from substitute parents, such as
grandparents or older siblings or non-relative baby-sitters.
Substitute parents also played an important role as positive
mode1s of identif ication. Resil-ient girls had of ten taken
care of younger sibl-ings reinforcing a sense of autonomy and
responsibility. Resilient boys were in a family where there
were male role models in the father or extended fami1y. In
adolescence structure, ruIes, and assigned chores were part
of resilient children' s daily rouLine. According to Werner
resilient, boys and girls also sought and found additional
emotional support in close friends and peers, neighbors, and
elders, and teachers who often hecame role models and
friends. They participat.ed in extra-curricul-ar activities
that were cooperat ive or team- oriented in nat,ure . They al- so
were often active in a religious organization. Werner's
study found that resilient children were able to acquire a
f aith t^hat their lives had meaning and they had cont rol over
their fate.
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The Impact of Poverty
Egeland's et al (1993) longitudinal study of high*risk
chi}dren, the Mother-Child Project, conducted 20 years after
Werner ' s st.udy began , f ound povert.y to be the ma j or ri sk
factor for the families studied. Many were multi-problem
families Iiving in chaotic and disruptive environments. The
sample of 267 pregnant women in their l-ast trimester
included many unmarried, te enage, high school- drop-outs,
many of whom had experienced child abuse, as well as drug
and alcohol abuse in Lheir own homes. They were recruited
through local public health clinics to participate in the
study.
Over 18 years their children's adapt.ation at each
developmental period was measured and documented from
inf ancy Lhrough age 18 . In keeping with an organi zaLional-
perspective emphasis in the research was placed on
identifying and examining meaningful patterns of behavior.
Assessment involved multiple situations and procedures and,
when possibl-e, multiple sources of inf ormation. f n the study
mot.hers provided information about the environment in which
the children developed; however, they were not used as
sources of information about children's adaptation. fnstead,
observations were attained in the home; in structural
Iaboratory settings; school assessments, including teacher
ratings and independent school observations by members of
the research staff; and child interviews and testing. The
data support the risk status of t.he sample. Eighty percent
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of these chil-dren received some form of special education in
elementary school. In general this study found poverty and
the factors associated with poverty to have a pervasively
negative ef f ect on child adaptation. Chil-dren Iiving in
poverty were functioning poorly in a number of areas. A
higher proportion of the children had poor-quallty
relationshi-ps with their caretakers in infancy, ds indicated
by the number of infants classified as anxiousfy attached at
12 and 18 months compared to low-risk samples. A high
proportion had preschool- behavior problems and al-so
functioned poorly socialIy, emotionally, behaviorally, and
academically in elementary school. Clear1y, poverty was a
major risk condition.
These findings indicated t,hat the negative effects of
poverty seemed to be cumul at ive and increase as the chi l-d
gets older. At t2 months , 622 of the infants were securely
attached but at each suhseguent assessment the number of
well - f unct.ioning children decreased. In pre-school the
percent.age had dropped to 3 0 3 who were compet ent in terms of
peer acceptance , social- skills , emotional- sel f - regulat ion,
and the ability to play and funct j-on autonomously. For those
children who experienced extreme risk, especially those who
were maltreated in the sample, there was littIe evidence of
competence over time. Protective f actors had a rel-ative
influence, only diminishing negative consequences .
This study was chosen because it illustrates current
social issues and themes, specifically addressing the issue
)a
of poverty f or children and f amilies, and its devastati.rg
impact. It forces us Lo look beyond the individual to
contextual and environmental issues as related to the
concept of resilience. It appears that the poverty sample of
Egel-and's et aI (1993 ) study is functioning more poorly than
the individual-s studied by Werner and Smith in Hawaii. One
reason for the difference may be the number of associated
risk facLors. For example there were fewer single parents
and divorces during the 1950's. In addition Egeland's sample
included not only young mothers hut drug and alcohol abusing
parent.s, and much f amily violence. It appears that the poor
famil-ies of the 1980rs and 90's experJ-enced different, if
not more, overall risk than poor f amilies of t,he 1950 ' s .
Regardless of risk condition, studies of resilience by
Brown et dI, (1986), Cicchetti et df, (1986), Egeland and
Sroufe, (t990), consistently highlight the importance of
supportive caregiving in the protective process. Through
repeated j-nteraction with a sensitive respons j-ve caregiver,
the child comes to view him or herself as }ovabl-e and
worthwhil-e and to experience mastery in the environment. The
child develops confidence and the ability to elicit positive
responses from others through Ehe developmenLal- transaction
of inLernal and external experience in an environmental
context rat.her than as t.he result of inherent traits.
Implications for Social Action
Garmezy (1985) in his review of research into stress-
resistant children concluded that three broad sets of
variables operated as protective factors: 1) personality
features such as self-esteem; 2) family cohesion and absence
of discord; 3) the availability of external support systems
that encourage and reinforce a child' s coping efforts . The
list is very familiar to risk researchers as the antonyms of
risk variables. High self -esteem protects; Iow sel-f -esteem
puts one at risk. Rut.ter (1-987 ) argues that very little is
gained in the introduction of protective factors if that is
where research stops . The demonstrat. j-on thaL these variabl e s
are strong predictors of resilience is important in showing
t,hat they are I ikely to play a key role in Ehe processes
involved in people's response to risk circumstances,' but
t.hey are a very limited value as a means of finding new
approaches to prevention . Rutter (19I7 ) suggests t,hat.
instead of searching for broadly based protective factors,
the need is to focus on protective mechanisms and processes.
That is, to ask why and how some individuals manage to
maintain high self-esteem and self-efficacy in spite of
faclng the same adversities that l-ead other people to give
up and lose hope.
What has happened to enable them to have social
support.s that they can use effectively at moments of crisis?
Is it chance, or did prior circumstances, occurrences, or
actions serve to bring about this desirable state of
affairs? The search is not for broadly defined protective
factors but, rather, for the developmental and situational
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mechanisms involved in protective processes. Protection is
not a matter of pleasant happenings or socially desirable
qualities of the lndividual (Rutter, 1985) . The search is
not for factors t,hat make us feel good but for the processes
that protect us against risk mechanisms. The protection
stems from the adaptive changes that. follow successful
coping.
Rutter (1987 ) determined thaE many vulnerabilit.y or
protective processes concern key turning points in people's
l ives , rather than long - st,anding attributes or exper j-ence s .
Research by Brown, et aI (1986) has shown this in connection
to the way in which girls deal with a pre-marital pregnancy;
other research has demonstrated it for decisions on whether
to stay in school to attain higher educational
qualifications (Rutter, 1985) , and in choice of a marriage
partner (Rutter, 1984 ) . In each case, t,he t,urning point
ari ses hecause what happens t.hen determines the direct ion of
trajectory for years to foIIow. It seems helpful to use the
term "protective mechanism'r when what was previously a risk
trajectory is changed to one with a greater likelihood of an
adaptive outcome . For example, Rutter ( 1986 ) in school- -based
studJ-es, f ound that the decision to stay on at schoo1
enabled black teenagers with previously poor educational
achievements to attain improved scholastic qualifications
that widened occupational opportunities. The point, of
emphasizing t.he turning points that change a developmental
traj ectory is Eo f ocus attention on the process invol-ved. It
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is not enough, for example, to say that academic success or
self-efficacy are protective (al-though they are) , but must
also research how those qualities developed and how they
changed the life course.
Rutter (1987) stresses that to help vulnerable youth,
it is necessary to focus on t.he protective processes that
bring about changes in life traj ectories from risk to
adaptation. He included among these processes those that
reduce the impact of risk and the likelihood of negative
chain reactions, those that promoLe self-efficacy and self-
esteem and t.he processes t.hat open up opportunities. Werner
states these processes have been observed in the resilient
children of the Kauaj- Longitud.inal Study. For example it was
observed that structure and rules in a household reduced the
likelihood of juvenile offenses, even when they lived 1n a
delinquency-prone environment, and that children of parents
with chronic psychopathology could detach Lhemsel-ves from
the discord in their household by spending time wit.h caring
adults outside the family. Both processes altered their
exposure to potent, risk conditions in their homes. In other
cases , the negat ive chain react ions which of ten f ol- l-ow
hospitaLlzation of alcoholic or psychotic parents, or folIow
divorce, were huffered by the presence of grandparents or
older sibl ings who acted as subst.itute parents and provided
continuity in care.
Werner ( 19 9 3 ) reviewed perspect i-ves f rom the Kauai
Longitudinaf Study and found that the promotion of
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competence and self-esteem in a young person is probably one
of the key ingredients in any effective intervention
process. Wernerrs study, for example, found that effective
reading skiI1s by grade four were one of the most potent
predictors of successful- adult adaptation among the high-
risk children of the study. Self-esteem and sel-f-efficacy
al-so grew when youngsters took on responsibilities
appropriate with their abilities, a part-time job or caring
for younger siblings. During adolescence kids who grew into
resilient adults were required to complete some socially
desirable task t,o prevent others in their family or
community from experiencing distress or discomfort. Such
acts of "required helpfulness" (Rachman, 1979) can also
hecome a crucial element of intervent,ion programs that
involve high-risk youth in community service.
MosE of all the study showed that sel-f-esteem and self-
ef f icacy were promoted through support,ive relationships. The
resilient youngsters of the Kauai Longitud.inal Study all had
at, Ieast one person in their l- ives who accepted them
unconditionally, regardless of their temperament,
attractiveness, or intel-l-igence. Most established such a
close bond early in their lives.
The research referenced throughout this paper has
repeatedly shown that. if a parent for some reason is
unavailable, other people in a child' s life can play such an
enabling roIe, whether they are grandparents, older
sihl-ings, caring neighbors, child-care providers, teachers,
)1
ministers, youth workers in 4 -H or YM or YWCA, Big Brothers
or Big Sisters , ay elder mentors. Such informal and personal
ties to kith, kin, and community are preferred by most
children and famil-ies to impersonal contacts with formal
bureaucracies. These ties need to be encouraged and
strengthened, not weakened or displaced, by Iegislative
action and social programs.
Can Resilience be Consciously Created?
What we know about resitience comes from studying it
naturalistically. The crucial question for therapy and
public policy is whether it can be created artificially. Can
community programs become rrprotect ive f actors " t,hat make a
dif f erence f or high- risk kids ? Can paid workers subst it.ute
for tifelong connections to family and extended family?
Emmy Werner, who has conduct.ed ground-breaking
longitudinal research on resilience, ca11s such public and
privat,e ventures 'lhopefu1 enterpriSesr'. There has been
Iittle outcome research done in this area. However, one of
the most respect.ed hopefuf enterprises is call-ed Heatthy
Start and is a 10 -year-ol-d program in t,he Hawaiian Islands
that int.ervenes pracLically at the moment of birth of most
of the st.ate ' s at - risk children . The way the program is
designed new mothers are screened in the hospital, and those
who are homeless, impoverished, isolated, without partners,
substance-abusing, in violent relationships or depressed are
offered a community support worker whose official function
is to teach the new mother parenting skilIs. Every week the
worker visits the mothers wherever they live, in whatever
conditions. Some mothers are al-coholics, some are living
with drug dealers and violent men or are on the brink of
being sent to prison for crimes of their own. Others are
teenagers 1iving with t.heir ext.ended f amil- ies .
The paraprofessional workers of Hea1thy Start teach
these stressed mothers to smile and interact with their
babies, hopefully creating an easier mother-infant bond. The
workers are often, in effect, the godparents, aunts, uncles,
grandparents missing from so many isolated people's lives.
The web of relationships which once naturalistically
provided many sources of resilience--the extended family,
the church, the synagogue, the neighborhood, the union
haI1--is eroding.
State funding for Healthy Start which totaled" I million
in 1995 and served 2, 500 chil-dren on f ive Hawaiian Is1ands,
was cut 25vo in ]-996 (by 2 mill ion) . On the island of Kauai
the program I s admini strator el- iminated three f ami Iy support
workers, increased the caseloads of the remaining six and
stopped offering Healthy Start to new families.
Conc lus i on
In November, L996, IT .S News f,, Ir'Inrl d Rennrt did a cover
story on resilience. According to their statistics one in
five American children grow up in poverty; divorce and
paternal abandonment are widespread; and hundreds of
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thousands of children spend their nights in homeless
shelLers or wake up to gunf ire and polj-ce sirens.
Poverty has emerged as a pervasive condition in the
lives of many children with numerous risk factors being
correlated with poverty. The long-term Consequences of
adverse conditions on the individual's development and
adaptation to life should be impetus for social change - As
research defines resilience and identifies protective
factors and processes t.hat reduce risk and promote sound
development, we hope to gain a better understanding of these
protective factors which can help us hoth to clarify
developmental processes and build a productive hase
necessary f or ef f ect,ive preventive intervention. Such
research findings may challenge us to argue for changing the
odds children face, rather than making them beat them.
We now have clues to how children become resilient.
Those clues challenge not only conservative American myths
about stoicism and sel-f -reliance but many unspoken
assumpt ions of the l- iberal therapeutic culture (Networker,
199?) . By examining the processes that contribute to
pos it ive ad.aptat ion in s ituat ions that more typical ly resul t
in maladaptations, w€ should be hetter able to devise ways
of promoting positive ouLcomes in high-risk children and.
youth.
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CHAPTER III: RESEARCH DESIGN A}TD METHODS
Overview
This chapter presents a discussion on the design and
the method of research. The chapter begins with an
explanation of the research design . The f ol-lowing sect ions
def ine the rational-e f or the sampling criteria, provide an
explanat ion f or how t he survey was developed, and the
procedures used in data collection. Data analysis identifies
the type of staEistical analysis used in presenting and
discussing the findings. Fina11y, the study's reliability
and validity, strengths and limitations, and implication for
practice are discussed.
Research Design
The design of this research is a cross-sectional,
quantit,ative survey. The expected ouLcome is that the
research will test the hytrlothesis and add to existing
knowledge about Ehe process of resilience. This research may
also add new and additional information pertaining t,o adults
and their ability to adapt positively to life stressors by
accessing resources within themselves and Lheir environment.
The purpose of the research is explanatory in that a
particular hypothesis was tested and causal inferences are
drawn related to the study of the process of resilience as
identif ied by social work practitj-oners.
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Research Hypothesis
If practitioners can identify relationships,
experiences, and traits which support an individual ' s
positive adaptation to adversity, then practit j-oners can
teach cl-ients to identify and seek out such relationshj-ps.
Although most research in resilience has focused on risk
f actors and attributes of the individual-, more recent
research has emerged which recognizes that resilience is not
simply an individual matter; rather, it is a complex
relationship between innate and outer resources. The
ultimate question is: Can practicing social workers assist
client,s in identifying and accessing those experiences and
relationships which help them learn to cope with stressful
circumstances? This question raises the following: Can
experienced pract.it j-oners identify those specif ic f act,ors
which lead to positive adaptation? And, can Lhey Lhen imparL
that knowl-edge to cI ients ?
ilnits of Analysis
The units of analysis for this research are
professional social workers who have a Masterts in Social
Work degree and work in the mental health community of Mason




Resilience may be seen as the mental health equivalent
to spontaneous healing and is defined as the overcoming of
some risk factor resulting in positive adaptation.
Process of resilience may be identified as the
relationships, experiences and traits which support an
individual' s positive adaptation to adversity.
Positive adaptation occurs when individuals are able to
cope with life-stressors in a self-enhancing manner.
Characteristics of Study Population
The study population will include 19 practicing MSW' s
from the Mason City, IA area chosen because of their
professional experience and educational background. The
population responding to t.he research survey are licensed,
practicingr social workers who work in the local rnental
health community- -hospital and mental health center. The
directors of these Lwo institutions agreed to aIlow their
therapists to participate in this study.
Data Col lect ion and Data Col l-ect, ion Instrument
The instrument was developed and organized around three
(3 ) categories as identif ied in t,he literature . These
categories were : relationshiPs; experiences,' traits and
characterisLics. Within the three categories t,he variables
which were di scussed in the l iterat.ure as j-mpact ing the
likelihood of positive adaptaLion were identified. These
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variables were then incorporated in guestions which
respondent.s ranked as having flo, slight, moderate, somewhat
strong, or strong impact on their clients' ability to
devefop resilience.
Data was collected from MSW's practicing within the
Mason City, IA mental heal-th community. This researcher
mailed a survey to the practicing MSW's in Mercy Medical
Center North fowa Clinical Psychology Department and North
Iowa Mental HeaIth Center. A pre-addressed, stamped envelope
was provided for return of the survey. Those MSW' s who did
noL ret.urn the survey within the a}lott,ed 15 days were sent
another survey with the request to complete and return it
within the next 10 days. Due to the limited number of
respondents available, the survey was not pre-t,ested,'
however, the survey instrument was reviewed by the Clinica1
Director of Mental Health for Mercy Health Cent,er North
Iowa.
Data Analysis Procedures
Descriptive sEaEistics were used in Lhe analysis of the
findings. The author computed the mean, median, and mode of
the continuous variables. Discrete variabl-es were analyzed
using raw numhers and percentage marginals.
Measurement Issues
Random errors were mi-nimal- as respondents are familj-ar
with the concepts and processes described in the survey.
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Master' s level practicing social workers who are licensed
and work with clients on a daily basis have the knowledge
and experience necessary to competently respond to this
survey.
Systematic errors could have occurred as biases could
be involved in the data collection. For example,
practitioners coul-d demonstrate a sociaf desirability bias
by responding Eo t he survey in a pos it ive mann"er Eo make
them appear more favorable. Social desirability bias would
be evident if practitioners responded to the survey by
providing exaggerated or misleading information (such as
answering the survey questions in a more posit.ive manner
than they actually practice or believe) as identified by
high raLed responses.
The results of the survey are valid as the researcher
and the respondents have the same knowledge base related to
Lhe concepts described in the survey instrument. The
respondents have a similar educational background, are
practicing, and are licensed. A definition of terms was
included with the survey instrument in order to minimize
discrepancies in definition of key concepts.
Reliability was safeguarded in this st,udy as
respondents were asked to respond to concepts with which
they are guite famil-iar and which have relevance to t.heir
work as practicing, ficensed therapists.
The dat,a was measured aL all levels of measurement.
There are questions on the instrument which are relevant to
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all leveI s .
In thi s sEudy the dependent variabl-e examined was the
individual- ' s positive adaptat j-on to adversity. The
independent variables (relationships, experiences, traits)
were identified and measured in the survey instrument.
Strengths and LimitaLions of the Study
The strengths of this proposed research included the
abitity to identify and access certaj-n factors which enhance
the opportunity for individuals to successfully negotiate
dif f icul-t and stressful experiences in their l-ives.
fdentifying t,hese factors before a crisis situation arises
shoul-d help provide healthy alternatives and enhance
individual coping skil l s . The f act that these coping ski l- 1s
are identifiabl-e and measurable is important, in the
provision of services because of the advent of managed care.
Another strength of this research was the criterion-
related and construct val-idity of the survey instrument. The
external criterion in the research pertains to the process
of resilience. The questions on the survey instrument
directly correlate to aspects of relationships, experiences,
and traits which enhance resilience. A1so, the data
requested in the survey correlates with the theoretical
framework identified in the literature review
A limitation of this study was the inahility to survey
primary sources. Such a survey is difficult because of
subjects heing a vulnerable population and the need to
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conduct a longitudinal study when using primary sources.
Another limiEation is the relat.ively small sample size due
to the limited number of MSW'g in the area. As a result of




This chapter has five sections. The chapter hegins with
a description of the sample characteristics and then
discusses the factors which influence the development of
resilience. The next three sections summarLze the data
received in the three categories which may impact
resilience : relationships, experiences, traits . In each of
these categories, responses wil-l- be reported as those
identified has having the mosL impact and the least impact.
Characteristics of Sample
The research had a 42+ response rate. Of the 19 surveys
mailed, eight surveys were returned all of which met the
sampling cri,teria (licensed, practicing social workers )
Of the eight surveys returned, and whose results are
reported in this section, six surveys were completed by
female social workers and two by male social workers. AII
respondents hold a Master's Degree in Social Work and all
are Jicensed and practicing at the clinical level. The age
span of these social workers ranges from 25-62, with a
median age of close to 44 and a mean age of 52. The years of
experj-ence ranged f rom I . 5 to 25 years with a median of
close to L2 years
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Factors Influencing Development of Resilience
This research discusses three principle ways the
titerature suggrests resilience is acquired. Those are
relationshi-ps, experiences, and traits . Findings will be
reported by discussing responses in two categorj-es : 1)
somewhat strong and strong impact.; 2)no and slighE impact.
In the first category, euestions receiving six or more
responses will be counted and indicate the respondents'
belief that these variables affect the development of
resllience to a greater degree. In the second category,
questions receiving three or more responses will be counted
and indicate the respondents ' bel ief that these variabl-es
affect the development of resilience to a Jesser degree. The
two categories wilI be discussed in raw percentages within
three sections as identified by the literat.ure:
relationships; experiences,' traits.
Relationships Which lt4ay Impact. Resilience
Findings demonstrat,ed respondents ' hel ief of the
importance of rel-at ionships in cl-ients ' ability to develop
the capacity of resilience. This was indicated by a 54+
response rate in the strong/ somewhat strong j-mpact category,
as compared to the number of responses indicating a slight
or no impact which was a 29"6 response raLe . Respondents
ident if ied over two- thirds of t.he relationship variahle as
signif j-canE f actors in their clients' Iives and positive
adaptation. Of the 14 questions in the section regarding
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relationships and their effect on the development of
resil-ience, nine questions received responses of six or more
in the category of strong/somewhat. strong impact.
Of these nine questions, four received seven or eight
re sponses and include the f oI lowing variabl-es : 1 ) having a
caring and loving relationship with spouse or partner;
2)having a caring and loving relationship with parent (s)
during chi l-dhood ; 3 ) having one or more f riends with weekly
contact ; 4) having at least one person who accepted them
unconditionally as a child. These four variables then were
identified in the relationships section by survey
respondents as being most influential in developing
resil-ience. The remaining f ive questions received six
responses and include the varj-ables : 1) having a caring and
loving relationship with parenL (s) as an adult; 2) having a
relat ionship wi th a menLor/role model as an adul t ,' 3 ) having
developed a spiritual connection; 4) having a primary
caretaker during childhood; 5) having a prolonged separation
f rom primary caretaker during childhood. This indicat.es t.hat
the respondents view 642 of the questions as having a
significant degree of influence in the development of
resilience.
Of the 14 questions in the relationships section, four
received responses of three or more in the category of
no/slight impact. Questions receiving three and four
responses incl-ude t.he variables : 1) having mutual respect
and cooperative relationships with co-workers,' 2) having a
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relationship with a mentor/role model during childhood; 3)
having a relationship with a mentor/role model during
adolescence; 4) having learned to identify and access
community resources. These four Eypes of relationships were
identified by respondents as being the least significant
factors affecting the process of resilience. Respondents
vj-ewed 29ta of the questions pertaining to relationships as
having a lesser degree of influence in their clients'
ahil it,y t.o develop resilience .
The final quesLion in each section is: Other (Please
Specify) . Question 14 received one resporse: "Client
experienced death of primary care-taker during childhood or
adolescence. "
Experiences Which May Impact Resilience
Findings demonstrated respondents' bel-ief t,hat
experiences are somewhat less important in their cl-ients'
ability Lo develop resilience. This bel-ief was ref lected in
the lower response raLe in the strong/somewhat strong impact
category. Respondents viewed 52+ of the questions pertaining
to experiences in clients' Iives, as compared to a 54+
response rate in the relationship section, which contribute
to clients' ability to positively adapt. Respondents
identified approximately one-ha1f of the experience
variables as signif icant facLors in their cl-ients' lives and
positive adaptation.
Of the 27 questions in the section regarding
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experiences and their effect on the development, of
resilience, 14 questions received responses of six or more
in the category of strong and. somewhat strong impact. This
indicates that the respondents view 52tt of the questions as
having a greater degree of influence in clienLs' ability to
develop resilience. Questions receiving seven or eight
responses include the variables: 1) having received support
for their opinions and,/or positions; 2) having often
received positive recognition from family; 3 ) being able to
regulate emotions most of the time. 4) having appropriately
solved problems most of the Eime; 5) using prior experiences
to solve problems; 6 ) having experienced structure and rules
as children (0-18); 7) taking responsibility for their
actions; 8) feeling a sense of control over what happens to
t.hem; 9 ) f eel ing that their I ives have meaning . These nine
experiences contained the variables which were viewed by
respondents as having the greatest impact on clients
development of resilience. Questions receiving six responses
include t.he variables : 1) having received praise on a
regular basis; 2) feeling safe in mosL. circumsLances;
3 ) having personally experienced alcohol or drug abuse as
adults; 4 ) having personally experienced alcohol or drug
ahuse as children; 5) as children having experienced
violence in the home.
Of the 27 questions in this section, 11 received
responses of three or more in the category of no or slight
impact. This indicates that the respondents view 4L>" of the
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questions as having a lesser degree of influence in their
ctients' abiliEy to develop resilience. Questions receiving
three, four or five responses include the variables: 1)
having been perceived by others as being honest,' 2) having
been perceived by others as credible; 3 ) having experienced
alcohol or drug abuse in the family (as adults); 4) having
experienced alcohol or drug abuse in the family (as
children) ; 5) having experienced school violence (as
children) ; 5 ) having exper j-enced poverty (as adults ) ; 7 )
having experienced poverty (as children) ; I ) having been
responsible f or taking care of anot.her person. Questions
receiving six or seven responses include t.he variables : 1)
havj-ng of ten received positive recognition f rom co-workers;
2) having engaged in activit,ies that are broadly gender
t.yped; 3) having experienced divorce (as adults or as
children) . These three factors, then, were viewed by
respondents as being least influential in the development of
resilience.
The final question in each secLion is : Other (Please
Specify) . Question number 4L received one response : .' Cl,ients
have had responsibility for pets.rl
Traits/Characteristics Which May Impact Resilience
In this section findings clearly demonstrated
respondent.s ' overwhelming belief of the import ance of
clients' traits,/characteristics and their influence in
clients' l-ives to meet and negotiate stressful situations
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and achieve positive outcomes. As compared with a 54'6
response rate in the relationships section and a 522
response rate in the experiences section, traits and
characteristics received a 100? response rate in recognition
of the variables pert,aining to inherent qualities strengths.
Of the seven guestions in the section regarding
traits/characteristics and their effect on the development
of resilience, seven questions received response of six or
more in t.he category of strong/somewhat strong impact . Thi s
indicaEes that the respondents view 100? of the questions as
having a signif icant degree of inf luence in clients' abili-ty
to develop resilience. Questions receiving six responses
include t,he variables: 1) cl-ients experience and seek out
social interacLion; 2) clients possess many interests and
are open to challenges and change. Questions receiving seven
responses include the variables: 1) clients appearing
generally to be alert; 2) clients seeking new experiences
invol-ving new activities and,/or people; 3 ) clients exhibit
ef f ect ive communication skil-l-s in their ability to be
clearly understood by ot.hers and to understand others.
Questions receiving eight responses include the variahles:
1) clients exhibit autonomous behavior by acting according
to personally established sets of values; 2) clients exhibit
self-heIp skitls such as ability to recognize and seek
assistance when needed.
The fina] question in each section is: OLher (Please
Specify) . Question number 49 received no writ.ten response.
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CHAPTER V: DISCUSSION OF FINDINGS AIVD IMPLICATIONS
Overview
The discussion of t.he research findings is organized in
a s imi l-ar manner as the l iterature review and the f indings .
A discussion of the findings as related to the literature
review and this wrj-Eer's observations wil-I be organized in
three separate sections in this chapter evaluating
respondents ' receptions identifying the relationships, the
experiences, and the traits which may impact resilience. In
each of these three sections special attention will- be paid
to responses and correlating variables which received 100%
acknowledgment (as signified by I out of I responses) in the
strong/somewhat strong category as well as those variables
which received an 88? response rate (as signified by 7 out
of I responses). Responses and variables which were rated as
having the least impact in each of the three sections will
also be discussed. This chapt.er ends with the implications
f or pract j-ce .
Re lat ionships
The survey quest ions in the rel-at ionships sect ion in
the category of strong/somewhat strong agreement receiving a
100t response rat.e recognLze clients' primary rel-ationships
during childhood as being the most influential factor in
their abiliLy to successfully adapt to adverse
circumstances. These two relationships as described in the
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survey are: 1) clienEs experienced a long and caring
relationship with parent (s) during childhood and
adolescence; and 2) as chil-dren clienLs had at least one
person who accepted them unconditionally. These findings are
supported t,hroughout the Iiterature. In Werner's 40 year
longitudinal study of 201- high risk children, one out of
three children (N=72 ) grew int.o competent, caring and
conf ident young aduLts . Werner ' s study ( 1993 ) found most
resilient boys and girls had few if any prolonged
separations from their primary caretaker and aII had
established a close bond wit,h one caregiver from whom they
received plenty of positive attention. Egeland's et al-
longitudinal sLudy ( 1 9 93 ) of high risk children, conducted
20 years after Werner's study hegan, found a higher
proportion of chi1dren living in poverty had poor quality
relat.ionships with their caretakers in inf ancy. This was
indicated by the number of infants classified as anxiously
atLached at 1"2 and 18 months compared to low risk samples.
Another f inding of t.he Mother- Child Pro j ect showed chil-dren
with an early history of positive rel-aLionships with
caregivers did significantly better during early school
years than did chil-dren with a consistent hist.ory of
impaired functioning with caregi-vers. Accordi-ng to Srouf e &
Rutter's 1984 study, developmentally relevant issues in the
early years (first year of life) include the format,ion of an
effective attachment relationship In the Mother-Child
ProjecL, Egeland, Sroufe, and Kreutzer (1990) explored early
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experience and resilience by documenting the role of prior
history of adaptation in later competence. They compared. twc
groups of children in el-ementary school us ing teacher
judgment, of peer competence and emotional health. Positive
functioning for the resilient group seemed t,o be tied to
their positive adaptation during infancy and the toddler
period. Continued research conducted in the MoLher-Child
Project (Sroufe & Fleesen, 1988; Elicker, Egeland & Sroufe,
:-992) shows that chil-dren differing in early at.t.achment
relationships al-so vary in Iat.er relationships with teachers
and peers. Resilience studies of Brown, Bt dl, (1986),
Cicchetti et nI, (1985), Egeland and Sroufe, (1990)
consistently highlight the importance of supportive
caregiving in the protect ive process regard1ess of risk
condition. Through repeated interaction with a sensitive and
responsive caregiver, t,he chil-d comes to view him or hersel f
as lovable and worthwhile and to experience mastery in the
environment. The child develops confidence and t.he ability
to elicit positive responses from others through Lhe
deve lopmental transact ion of internal and ext.ernal
experience in an environment.al context rat her than as the
result of inherent traits. The Kauai Longitudinal Study
provides strong support for the necessity of unconditional
acceptance. All of the chlldren exhibiting resilience had at
Ieast one person in their lives who accepted them
unconditionally, regardless of t,heir temperament,
attractiveness or intelligence. Most establ-ished such a
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close bond early in their lives.
The survey guestion in the relationships section in the
category of strong/somewhat strong ag:reement receiving an
I I ? response rate recogni-ze that resilient clients have a
caring and loving relat.ionship with spouse or partner.
According to Sroufe & Rutter (1984) competence in resolving
issues in the developmental period is thought to make
individuals broadly adapted to Eheir environment; therefore,
they will be more competent in future stages of 1ife. The
Kauai Study showed most of all that self-esteem and self
ef f icacy were promot,ed through supportive rel-ationships.
Survey conclusions in the 100t and 88? response rate
indicate that respondents are viewing primary relationships,
both during childhood and adulthood, ds having the most
significant impact on clients' ability to successfully adapt
to adverse circumstance in their lives. The foundation is
Iaid for t.his as children by having a responsive primary
caretaker and unconditional acceptance.
Respondents view the variable having the least
signif icant rel-ationships impact ES: Clients have l-earned to
identify and access community resources. The respondents'
view i s not supported in t,he l iterature , and the aut hor
challenges this perception as a professional hias, believing
out^side resources to be a signif icant factor in clientsl
ability to positively adapt. Those who cope with adversity
seem able to access appropriat.e resources, whereas those who
are not resilient, who cannot cope with t,heir adverse
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circumstances, seem not to know what resources are available
to them and/or how to access them to receive the assistance
needed. The author f urther challenges t.he respondents'
perception that there is 1it,tIe impact on clients, during
childhood and adolescence, having developed a relationship
with a mentor or role model. According to Werner, resilient
boys and girls sought and found additional emotional support
in close f riends / peers, neighbors, elders, and t,eachers who
often became role models. Research references throughout the
literature review have identified community resources such
as teachers, ministers, youth workers in 4 -H or YM or YWCA,
Big Brothers or Big Sisters, or elder mentors as substitute
parent,s who play an important role as positive models of
identification. The process which we are now identifying as
resilience recognizes the substantial impact of t.he
individuaJ's family, community, and cul-ture in their ability
to meet and negotiate difficult life situations.
Experiences
The experiences section of the survey contained seven
responses in which there was 100? agreement, by respondents
in the strong/somewhat strong category:
1) Clients have of ten rece j-ved positive recognition f rom
f ami 1y
2)CIients appropriately solve problems most of the time
3)Clients use prior experiences to solve problems
4)Clients take responsibility for their actions
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5)Clients are able to regulate emotions most of the
t ime
5)Clients feel a sense of control over what happens to
them
7 ) CIient,s f eel their lives have meaning.
There is broad -based support of t.hese f indings in the
existing literature. The significance of the family's
positive support and recognition in a child' s life was
discussed in detail in the relationships section. Werner' s
study demonstrated throughout that sel-f-esteem and self
ef f icacy were promoted through supportive rel-ationships.
Another key ccmponent in experiences which was identified as
leading to positive adaptation was clients' ability to
problem so1ve. According to Sroufe and Rutter (1985)
competence in resolving j-ssues in a developmental period is
thought to make the individual more broadly adapted to the
environment and prepared for competence in the next stage of
l-if e . Bowlby (1980 ) suggests that past and current
experience may contribute to current competence. Rutter' s
search for processes that protect us against. risk factors
suggests protection stems from the adaptive changes that
f ol low successf ul- coping . Rut.t,er ( 19I7 ) suggests protect ive
processes concern key turning points in people's lives, in
other words problems and how they are resolved. Problem
solving and the abiIity to use past experiences to make
decisions may be regarded as a protective mechanism. What
was previously a path of risk and a potentially negative
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outcome is changed to one with a greater l-ikelihood of
positive and adaptive outcomes. Werner observed such problem
solving processes in resilient children of the Kauai
Longitudinal Study as children of parents with chronic
psychopathology could detach themselves from the trauma in
their homes by spending time wit,h caring adults outside
their family. The promotion of competence and self-esteem in
a young person is probably a key ingredient in an effective
intervention process. Werner's sEudy also observed that
children who were responsible for caring for younger
siblings or for a part-time job had greater self-esteem. Her
Kauai study also found that resilient children were able to
acquire a f ait,h that. their l ives had meaning and that they
had control- over their fate. Findings seem to support the
view that prior experiences may play an enduring role in
positive adaptation through the expect.ations and attitudes
the child hrings to his /her current experiences.
Survey questions in the experience section in the
category of strong/somewhat. strong agreement receiving an
88t response rate are: 1) clients have received support for
their opinions and,/or position and 2) clients as children
have experienced st.ructure and rul-es. It is very likely that
c I ient s who have been in support ive , caring f ami l- ies during
childhood and adolescence have also experienced support for
their opinions and been treated as though their opinions and
posit.ions are important and have value. Wernerts study
(1993) also supports the perception of the survey
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respondents around the response pertaining to structure and
rul-es in that the study found that resilient children during
adolescence experienced strucLure, rules and assigned chores
as a part of their daily routine. It was found that
resilient adolescenEs had often taken care of younger
siblings, held part-time jobs, and were involved in extra-
curricul-ar activit"ies that were cooperative or team-oriented
in nature. These types of activit.ies tend to have def inite
expectations and rules regulating behavior.
Under the strong/somewhat strong category there are
three experiences containing negative variables. These three
variables each received six out of eight responses and are :
1) clients as adults have personally experienced aJcohol or
drug abuse; 2) clients as children have personally
experienced alcohol or drug abuse ; 3 ) cI ients as chil-dren
have experienced violence in the home. These experiences
will be discussed as significant, experj-ences which
negaEively impact an individual's ability to positively
adapt to adverse circumstances.
Drug and alcoho1 abuse are recognized as significant
risk factors in the studies referenced t.hroughout the
titeraLure review. Retrospective research done with cl-inical
populations has shown that children of violence, al-coholism,
and d.rug abuse are over- represented among adults leading
damaged lives. In the L9'70's and 1980's child development
researchers, using staListical models drawn from public
health and epidemiology, catalogued risk factors which
included alcoholism and violence. These factors were found
to increase the odds of a child ending up as a delinquent,
addict, or a chronic menta} health casualty. Emmy Werner
(1977) began her landmark study of resilience by examining
children' s susceptibility to negative developmental outcomes
after exposure to serious risk factors which included
parental drug and alcohol abuse and poverty. The Life Events
Checklist (LEC) , developed by Work eL aI identified 32
stressful Iife events and ci-rcumstances that chiLdren and
f amil-ies experience, whJ-ch incl-ude f amily turmoil, violence,
and poverty. Most of the stressful life events are items
which assess chronically sLressful processes such as drug
abuse, alcoholism, and financial problems. Michael Rutter,
an English researcher in resilience, found in a I979 study
that children exposed to four risk factors were ten times
more like1y to become severely emotionally disturbed.
There are t.wo areas that emerged in the survey which
may indicate the presence of a professional bias. The first
is that 1) clients as children (ages 0-18) having
experienced alcchol or drug abuse in the family has a l-ess
significant impact than if clients as children have
personally used drugs or alcohol. There were only four
responses out of eight, which indicates that only 50? of the
respondents believe that this is a significant factor. The
literature supporEs Ehe view that children whose parents use
drugs or alcohol are at serious risk. One of the criteria in
Werner's longitudinal- study which determined if children
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were at high risk was a family environment in which parental
alcoholism was present . Egeland's Mother-ChiId Proj ect,
(1993) another longitudinal study of high risk children,
also identified home environment containing drug and alcohol
abuse as a significant factor. In addition Egeland' s sample
included not only young mot.hers but also drug and alcohol
abus ing parent s . Parent s are model- s f or chi ldren and
drug/ al-cohol us j-ng parents, by their act,ions, would tend to
influence children negatively who then may become more
1ikely to use drugs and af cohol t.hemselves.
A second indication of professional bias is in the area
of families who experience poverty. Less than 50? of the
respondent.s viewed poverty as a significant factor in a
chil-d's ability to become resilient . The Egeland et aI
longiEudinal study of high risk children, the Mother-Chitd
Project, (1993) found poverty to be the major risk factor for
the families studied. Egeland's st.udy in general found Lhat
poverty and the fact,ors associaLed with poverty had a
pervasively negative effect. on child adaptation. Children
living in poverLy were functioning poorly in a number of
areas: 1) a higher proportion of the children had poor
quality relationships wit,h t.heir caret,akers in infancy as
indicated by the number of infants classified as anxiousfy
attached aL L2 and 18 months compared to Jow-risk samples;
2) a high proportion also had preschool behavior problems,
and functioned poorly socially, emoLionalty, behaviorally
and academically in elementary school. CIearly, poverty was
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and is a maj or risk condition.
The findings also indicat.ed that Ehe effects of poverty
seem Eo be cumulative and increase as the ch1ld gets older.
This study was chosen because it illustraLes current social
issues and themes specifically addressing the issue of
poverty for children and families and its devastat ing
impact. Ilnfortunately most of the people in the social work
profession have not experienced the same level of poverty
many of our c I ient s have ; and because we have not had t.hat
experience, there's a l-ack of true understanding about the
debilitating impact of poverty. We still tend to believe
that any child can grow up to be president, that anyone can
do anything no maLter what the circumstances . We don' t give
credence to the ouEside f act.ors that impact clients' Iives
and prevent. them from being able to access resources or to
f u1f iII Lheir own poLential . Egeland's stud.y f orces us to
look beyond the individual t.o the conLextual and
environmenta1 issues as relaLed to the concept of
resilience.
My st udy, with Lhe low response l-evel- s regarding
poverty and its impact, shows thaE our profession needs to
develop a deeper understanding of the impact of poverty on a
child's ability to adapt positively or to be resilient. A
further finding of the Egeland study indicates t,hat the
poverty sample of Ege1and et aI is functioning more poorly
than the individuals studied by Werner and Smith in Hawaii.
One reason for the difference may be the number of
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associated risk facEors. It appears that poor families of
the 1980's and 1990' s experienced different, if not more,
overall risks than poor families of the 1950's.
It is al-so interesting to note E.hat only two
respondents out of the eight (252 ) in each of the following
two questions helieved that there was a strong/somewhat
strong impact: 1) clients have engaged in activities t'hat
are broadly gender-typed; and 2) clients either as adults or
children have experienced divorce. In Ehe Egeland et al
study one of the differences 1n the overall risk for
families in poverty in t,he 1980's and. 1990's as compared to
the 1950's Werner study is that there were fewer single
parents and divorces during the 1950's. Garmezy's 1985 study
and review of research into stress resistant chi]dren
concluded that there were three broad seLs of variables
which operated as protective factors including family
cohesion and the absence of discord, which certainly speaks
to the j-ssue of divorce . From the Smith and Werner st.udy,
(1989) both parents and teachers noted that resilient
chil-dren had many interests and engaged in activities that
were not narrowly gender typed . Such act ivi t. ie s t.ended to
provide solace in adversity and a reason for them to feel
proud.
Trai Ls / Characteri st i cs
The survey questions in the traits/characteristics
section in the category of strong/somewhat strong agreement
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receiving a 100t response rate are the two following: 1)
clients exhihit autonomous behavior by acting according to
personally establ-ished seLs of values,' 2) clients exhibit
sel-f -he1p skil1s such as ability to recognize and seek
assistance when needed. The literature supports both of
these findings.
Rutter (l-987) has determined that many vulnerabilities
or protective processes concern key turning points in
people' s lives, Ieading us to ask how it is that an
individual- i s able to make dec is ions to act according to
their personal values and exhibiting autonomous behavior. We
need to ask why and how some individuals manage to maintain
high self-esteem and self-efficacy in spite of facing the
same adversities that lead other people to give up and lose
hope. Rutter (1987) suggests that insLead of searching for
broadly based proEective factors, Ehe need in the study of
resilience is to focus on protect ive mechanisms and
processes. The point of emphasizing the turning point. that
changes a developmenta1 trajectory is to focus attention on
Ehe process involved. For example, to state that academic
success or self-efficacy are protective factors is not
enough. We must also research how those qualities develop
and how they change an individual's life course. Rutter
(1987) stresses that to help vulnerabl-e youth it is
necessary to focus on the prot.ective processes that bring
ahout changes in life trajectories from risk to positive
adaptation. Rutter included among these processes those that
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reduce the impact. of risk and the likelihood of negative
chain react^ion, those that promote self-efficacy and self-
esteem and the processes that open up opportunities.
According to Werner the promotion of competence and self-
esteem in a young person is probably one of t.he key
ingredients in any intervent.ion process. Werner has also
stated that these processes have been ohserved in the
resilient children of Ehe Kauai Longitudinal Study. For
example, it was observed t.hat children with parents of
chronic psychopathology coul-d detach themselves f rom the
discord in their homes by seeking social support and
spending time with caring adults outside the family. This
process attered their exposure to potent risk conditions in
their homes. In other cases, the negative chain reaction
which often follows hospitalization of alcoholic or
psychotic parents or which follow divorce, were buffered by
the presence of grandparents and ol-der sibl ings who acted as
substitute parents and provided continuity in care, again
enhancing the social support sysLems of at-risk children.
All other questions relating to traii-s/characteristics
received six or seven responses in the strong/somewhat
strong impact category, indicating that generally the
respondents view the variables in the t,rai Ls / charact,eristics
section to be very significant in providing a profile of a
resilient individual . The variables contai-ned in the
remainder of the survey responses include : alertness;
seeking new experiences, activities and people; effective
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communication skills; positive social int,eractions; and
openness to chal-Ienge and change. As referenced throughout
this section, the literature contains broad-based support of
the respondents' views in recognizing al-I of the variables
in this category aE having significant impact on the
development of resilience .
Werner' s study, ( 1 977 ) for example, found Ehat
effective reading ski}ls by grade four were one of the most
potent predict,ors of successful adult adaptation among the
high risk children of the st.udy. Ef f ective communication
skills were viewed by survey respondents as being a
significant. component of the personaliLy of a resilient
person. Self-esteem and self-efficacy also grew when
children took on responsibiliLies appropriate with their
ahility--a part time job, or caring for younger siblings. In
all of these activities the ahility to effectively problem-
solve and communicate would be central to the complet.ion of
these tasks . Most of all the study showed that sel-f -esteem
and self-efficacy were promoted through the process and
development of supportive rel-ationships early in chil-dren' s
Iives, which has been extensively documented and discussed
throughout the l iterature . The development of sel-f - esteem
which al1ows individuals to exhibit autonomous behavior is
also evidenced in their ability to utilize self-help ski1ls
and to recognize and seek assistance when needed.
Again the literature supports the importance of the
process of problem-solving and the need to access
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appropriate social supports and community resources in order
to positively adapt and exhibit resilient behavior. Smith
and Werner (1989) wrote the book \/r:l nPrehl e Br rl- Tnrri nci l^rl e
which contrasts the caregiving and environments of the
resilient children of the Kauai Longitudinal- SLudy to those
of their high-risk peers who had developed serious coping
prohlems in the first two decades of life. They found as
toddlers these children tended to engage their world.
Pediatricians and psychologists who examined them
independently at 20 months not,ed their al-ertness and
autonomy, the ir tendency to seek out new exper j-ences , and
their positive social inEeractions. They also had more
advanced communicaEion and self-heIp skilIs than the other
high-risk children who later developed serious coping
problems .
Sroufe's (1990) and Rutter's (1987) findings were
similar as resilience was reviewed within an organizaLional-
developmental framework. fn this framework resilience or
competence is viewed as the abiliEy to use inEernal and
external resources successfully to resolve stage-salient
developmental issues. Competence in resolving developmental
issues is thought to make the individual hroadly adapted to
the environment as well as prepared for competence in the
next developmental stage.
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Implications for Pract.ice and Socia1 Action
An import.ant theme which is supported throughout the
literature and emerges in this study is the significance of
primary relaEionships in al-l- stages of lif e. The need for
continuity in a primary caregiver is especially critical
during infancy and early childhood. The need for
unconditional love and acceptance is also crucial
developmentally from birth through adolescence in order for
the individual to devefop the capaciLy of resilience.
Practitioners may need to assume t.he roles of models and
teachers as a way of interact ing with cl-ients to promote
caring and loving primary relationships. Practitioners could
educate parents, assist in developing resources which woul-d
provide subst it.ute parents , and assist parents in developing
skills which demonstrate love and keep their children safe
Research referenced throughout the l-iterature has repeatedly
shown that if a parent for some reason is unavailable, other
people in a chil-d's lif e can play such an enabling role- -
grandparents, older siblings, caring neighbors, childcare
providers, teachers, or other menlors. The crucia1 quest j-on
for therapy and public policy is whether resilience can be
created artificially. Can community programs become
"protective factors" that make a difference for high-risk
chil-dren? Can paid workers substitute f or 1if e - long
connections to family and. ext,ended family? Can these
programs and workers in effect become the god-parenLs,
aunts, uncles and grandparents so often missing in many
bI
isolated people' s l-ives? The web of relationships which once
provided many sources of res i l- ience is erodJ-ng in today' s
family and society. Poverty has emerged as a pervasive
condition in the lives of many children with numerous risk
factors being correlated with poverty. The long term
consequences of adverse conditions on the individual' s
development and adapEaEion to life must be impetus for
social change. We now have clues as to how children become
resilienL. Those clues challenge not only conservaLive
American myth about stoicism and self-reliance, but. also
many unspoken assumptions of the l-iberal therapeutic cufture
(Networker, 1997) . By examining the processes thaE
contr j-bute to pos it ive adaptat ion in s ituat ions that more
typically resul-t in maladaptive behavior, we should be
beLter able to devise ways of promoting positive ouLcomes in
high risk children and youth.
In the currenL ment.al health climate created by managed
care, def inable and measurabl-e outcomes have become a
necessity to the del- ivery of services . Identif ying those
relationships, experiences and traits which increase the
individual's chances of coping successfully in a crisis
siLuation, ffidy lead practitioners from insight therapy to a
more pragmatic, problem-solving intervention. The role of
the practitioner may assume a teaching quality as s/he
provides more specific information which helps clienLs
identify and choose those relationships and experiences and
help them develop the traits that promote resilience as
defined by positive outcomes. Findings indicate that the
goal of this research has been met: prdctitioners recognize
and can identify those relationships, experiences, and
traits which support an individual's positive adaptation to
adversity. As research defines resilience and identifies
protective factors and processes that reduce risk and
promote sound developmenL, we ,hope to gain a beEter
understanding of these processes and protect,ive f actors .
Such an understanding can help us bot.h to cl-arify
developmental- processes and build a productj-ve base
necessary f or ef f ect.ive preventative intervent ion. Such
research findings may challenge us to argue for changing Ehe
odds chifdren face, rather than making them beat them.
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Dear
I am an MSW Candidate at Augsburg College and am conducting my thesis on the
process of resilience. Specifically, my thesis will address the three categories as identified
in the literature review (relationships, experiences, traits or characteristics) which impact
the process of reslience and influence an individual's positive adaptation to adversity.
As respondents to this survey I have selected licensed practicing social workers and
licensed practitioners of the healing arts employed in area medical and mental health
centers and in private practice. I am enclosing a survey for you to complete. You are free
to withdraw from the study at any time without negative consequences, and you may skip
or not answer questions. Instructions for completing it are included at the beginning of the
survey.
The results of the surveys will be included in my thesis. The raw data will be retained by
me in a locked file cabinet at mv residence until December 77,2004, at which time it will
be destroyed. Ir{o one other than myself and my thesis advisor will have access to the raw
data. Data will only be reported in the aggregate. As such, participants' responses will be
anonymous.
There are no direct benefits (money or other incentives) to participation in this research.
An indirect benefit is that the completed research will be available to you, and the general
public, in the form of my thesis which will be on file at the Augsburg College Library,
Minneapolis, MN, and Choices Counseling Center, Mason City, IA. There are no risks to
you associated with your involvement in this study. Participation in this study is voluntary.
By returning the survey, you have consented to participate in this research.
lf you have questions you may contact me at P. O. Box 1934, Mason City, IA 50401 or
office phone, 5151424-9820. You may also contact my thesis advisor, Dr. Laura Boisen,






Resi l ienc-e Process Survey
Introduction: Al-l def initions of resi.l-ience possess a central belief :
overcoming some risk factor resulting 1n positive adaptation. The
purpose of this survey is to explore the process of resj-Iience by
identifying the visibl-e web of relationships and experiences that teach
people mastery, moral courage, hope, and Iove. This survey addresses
questions about reslience as demonstrated in three categorles:
re.l-ationships; experiences,' and the traits and charac.teristics that may
contribute to an j-ndividua.I's capacity to develop resilience. The
instrument is being sent to licensed, practicing social workers and
licensed practitioners of the healing arts employed in local medical and
mentaL health centers and in private practice '
Directions: The approximate lengrth of time to complete this survey wil-l
be 20 minutes. Responses should reflect your perceptj-ons based on your
professional knowledge and practice experiences. Responses are not
intended to be based on an individual cl-ient, but rather your general
experience wlth c-l-ients. For purposes of this survey childhood is
defined as aqes 0-11, adolescence as ages L2-L8, and adul-thood as 19 and
o1der. Rate your responses by considering #1 lowest, no impact; #3
moderate impact; #5 strong impact. Iu1ark an \\X'l on the line next to the
number of the desired response. Do not mark between spaces.
Section 1--ReJ.ationshipg Which May lgrract Besilience
To what degree do you believe the following relationships irqract your




Clients have caring and J.owing reJ.ationship with spouse/partner
1_ ?_ 3_ 4- 5-
no impacr- sii ht impact moderate impact somewhat strong stronq lmpact
Clients experience (d) a caringr and loving relationship with
parent (s) (during ch1ldhood and, adolescence)
1_ 2_ 3_ 4_ 5_
no rmpact sJ.rgnc rmpact moderate impact somewhat strong strong impact
Clients maintain a caring and lowing reJ.ationship with parent (s)
(as adults)
L 2 5 4 5
no rmpact slight rmpact moderate :.mpact somewhat strong strong impact
4. Clients have established one or mote friendships (once a week contact)
1 2_ 3_
sI:-ght impact moderate impac'.
4 5







































Clients have d.eweloped, relationship ( s ) wi th mentor ( s ) or role
mode]. (s) (durj.ng chj.ldhood)
7. Clients have deweJ-oped relationship(s)





srlgh-t impact mo;;;ate impact somewhat strong stronq
2- 3-
s i igh'c imPact moderate j.mPact
4- 5-









8. Clients have developed relationship (s)
model (s) (aunng adulthood)
2- 3- 4- 5-
sffEE"t impac". moderate impact somewhat strong sLrong rmpact




moEilate imp.3.g somewhat strong strong impact
caretaker during childhood
345
*oEr.u impact toilEn"t strong tcETg impact
or prolonged separations from PrimarY caretaker
1_
no rmpact










13. A.s children elients had at least one Persion
unconditionaJ.J-Y
no impact




2- 3- 4- 5-
si:.qht impact moderate impact somewhat strong strong impact
section 2 - -E:rperiences liltrich May InPact Resilience
2- 3- 4- 5-
srrqht impacL moderate impact somewhat strong strong impact
you belierre the followin€F experiences irryact your
to adapt positiveJ.y to adwerse situations?
receiwed praise
3




stffiq rmpactno rmpact sl ight imPact Inoderate
rRB # 2000-39--1
15. Clients have received support for their opinions and/or positions






sirglrt impact moderate rmpacl s"!-rong impac'r
have often received positj-ve from family






si-rght impact moderate impact somewhat strong strong rmpact





sfrqnt rmpact moEate impact .oiiln"-- strong
hawe generally been perceived by others
2_ 3 4






20. Clients have been generally perceived by others aa being credible
L 2_ 3 4 5














2L. harre fe].t safe in most cireum.stances
J 4
?2. clients have participated in actirrities that are
cCIoperatiwe






somewhat strong rtEiq rmpact
errperienced .livorce
























as adults hawe Personal.ly o<perierxced alcohol or dnrg abuse
2_ 3 4 5
srrqht impact moEate impact sofrilnrt strong stETq impact
adurts have errperienced areohol or dnrg abuse in the









28, Clients as children
the famiJ-Y
1 2_




'nat st-rong strong impact














































as children ( 0 -18 ) have err[)erienced vio].ence 
in
i rnp a c'.
the horne
o 3 4-
ra ct somewha t
s l$t imPac*' mocie rate rmP


















a.s chi]-dren (O-18) hawe















strong strong i mpa ct
4
c 3 4-
act somewhatsfffit imPacl mooerate imp









sl rght impact moderate impact tofrilnuE strong 
stronq Impact
use prior e:+)eriences to soJ.ve Plob1ems
3 I
E
impact moderate r-mpact "offihut 
strong strong i:mpact
as chi].dren (O-18) have experienced' strtrcture 
and :nr]-es
z 3- 4-
ti6a impact moEate impact somewhat strong
take resPonsibiJ.ity for their actions
4
nc) irnPact sI ight rmpact somewhat












their J.iwes have neaning'
34
no irnpact slrght rmpact moderate impacc somewhat.sironq
40. CJ.ients hawe been/are
5_
strong rmpact




no impact sJ. lqht impact moderaLe inrpacL solnewhat sLrorrg strong impact
41. Other (please specify)
2
no r-mpact sr:$t rmpact moderate impact somewhat strong stronq Impact
Section 3--Traits or Qharactg+ristics liltrich I"Iay Irpact Resi].ience
To what degrree do you be1ieve the following traits or characteristics
prowide a profile of a resi1ient person?
42. CJ.ients generaJ.J.y appear al.ert
d3. Clients exhibit autonomous behavior by acting' according'
personally established sets of values
r mpa ct
to
1 2 4_ 5_
somewhat strong strong impactno impact slight rmpact
44. Clients seek new experiences by often sayj.ngi *yes" to offers
involving new actiwities and/or people
5
strong strong impact
{5. Clients exhibit effeetirre cormrunication skiJ.J.s in their ability
to be c1early rrnderstood by others and to understand others





sliqht impact moderate impact somewhat strong strong i-mpacL
experience and Eeek out positive social interactions
z_ 3_ 4_ 5_







2_ 3_ 4- 5-





41 . Clients exhibj.t seJ'f-heJ'p skiJ.J's such as abi1ity to recogrrize and




sc;mewhat strong strong impact
1












n,:Gpact sf rqn-t :-rnPact













Se-ction 4 --General Inf olsra'tion
50. [Iow many yearg hawe you been pEoviding theraPy to individuals and
families?
What is your highest degree?
What year did you receive your degree?
I{hat is your licensing status?
What is your date of birth?




t*ercy 1000 4tn Srreer SWlr4cscn Ci1'7, lslys 504C.l
Phone 5't51422-6070






321 2"d St. S.E.
Mason Ciqv LA 50401
Re: Research on the Process of Resilience
Dear Ms. Vik-rurek. Clinical Psvchologl,
This lener is to confirm the approval of your request to conduct research with therapists
empioyed by Mercy Medical Center - North Iowa. It is my understanding that your
suruey u'ilI be a quantitative survey requiring approximately 20 mrnutes of employee
time. 
a t , 
\Lbmen,sHealth
Center Counseling
I am aware that you will be submining your research proposal for approvai to the
Au*esburg College Instirutional Review Board before you begin conducting research
and that you will be working closelv with vour thesis advisor. Dr. Laura Boisen. Once
you receive vour approval, we are looking for-ward to your beginning the srudy.
Mercr'Behavioral
Netrvork
Again. you have the approval and cooperation of our hospital as you conduct the study,
If you have any furrherquestions. please feel free to contact me at 422-7ig7. Intensi'eoutpatient
Proqram
S Y'
llark R. Peltan. Ph.D.




It{ercy \'Iedical Center - Nonh lowa. is pleased to accept and suppoil yow proposal.
We beiieve your research wiii be vaiuabie in assisting therapists to recognize and
encourase resilience in their clients. I look fonvard to the results of ,vour srudy and
request that you piease continue to keep me updated on the pro*rress of it.
Sharon Patton. Chairperson






OF NOHIH IOWA INC.
12 May 2000
Denise Vikfurek
3?! 2"d Street S.E.
Mason City, IA 50401
RE: RESEARCH ON THE PROCESS OF RESILIENCE
Dear Ms. Vikturek:
This letter is to confirm the approval of your request to conduct research with therapists
employed by the Mental Health Center of North Iowa, lnc. It is my understanding that your
sun/ey will be a quantitative sun/ey requiring approximately 20 minutes of employee time.
I am aware that you will be submitting your research proposal for approval to the Augsburg
College Instirutional Review Board hefore you begin conducting research and that you will be
working closely with your thesis advisor, Dr. Laura Boisen. Once you receive your approval, we
are looking for-ward to your beginning the study.
Mental Health Center of North Iow4 Inc. is pleased to accept and support yourproposal. We
believe your research will be valuable in assisting therapists to recognize and encourage
resilience in their clients. I look forward to the results of your study and request that you please
continue to keep me updated on the progress of it.
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